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ABSTRACT: 
 
This thesis interrogates multistakeholder dialogue in the context of a policy process in 
Mexico from 2015-2018 to develop a national action plan (NAP) on business and human 
rights.  Business and human rights is a policy field which seeks to reconcile tensions between 
commercial activities and human dignity.  Qualitative interviews with NAP participants is 
analyzed through the lens of constructivist theory in international relations to examine 
temporality and the co-constitution of intersubjective meaning.  The thesis concludes that 
while the NAP process did not build a durable social coalition, it did develop knowledge on 
the topic among state, business, and civil society actors.   
 
SUMMARY: 
 
This thesis interrogates multistakeholder dialogue in the context of a policy process in 
Mexico from 2015-2018 to develop a national action plan (NAP) on business and human 
rights.  It concludes that while the process did not build a durable social coalition, it did 
develop knowledge on the topic among state, business, and civil society actors.  Business and 
human rights is a policy field which examines the challenges of reconciling tensions between 
commercial activities and human dignity.  In 2011, the United Nations Human Rights 
Council unanimously endorsed the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and 
Human Rights, which presented a three-pronged framework: (1) the state duty to protect 
human rights, (2) the corporate responsibility to respect human rights, and (3) access to 
effective remedies for those adversely impacted.  To translate this framework into 
implementation, in 2012 the United Nations Working Group on Business and Human Rights 
recommended that United Nations member states develop national action plans (NAPs) and 
that states invite meaningful participation by non-governmental stakeholders in that process.  
Under the 2012-2018 presidential administration of Enrique Peña Nieto, Mexico launched a 
multistakeholder NAP process in the fall of 2015 and held a series of meetings from 2015-
2017, including nation-wide consultations on a draft NAP.  However, leading civil society 
organizations withdrew from the process in mid-2017, and no NAP was published before the 
administration left office. 
 
Chapter one of the thesis provides an overview of the development of the United Nations 
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights by John Ruggie, a distinguished 
international relations scholar and former United Nations high official.  The disciplinary 
background for this thesis is rooted in international relations, a field which offers a range of 
competing and complementary theoretical frameworks.  Chapter two outlines the major 
features of the constructivist approach and why this lens was selected over a neo-utilitarian 
framework.  The chapter further discusses how some constructivist scholars reject deductive-
nomological positivism and causality-focused hypothesis testing in favor of inductive 
epistemologies.  Instead of seeking universal, law-like generalizations, this thesis contributes 
to the body of knowledge through a narrative explanatory orientation.  The chapter finishes 



with a description of the research methodology.  The field research conducted in Mexico is 
outlined, in which the researcher interviewed 15 NAP participants from the various 
stakeholder groups.  
 
Following this theoretical and methodological scaffolding, chapters three and four foreground 
the historical context of business and human rights.  Beginning with an etymological 
explication, the chapters trace the intertwined history of corporate structure, commercial 
enterprise and Western expansion from ancient Rome through to colonialism and the Second 
World War.  These chapters simultaneously chart the influence of European Enlightenment 
thought in the development of the concept of human rights.  Chapter four introduces the rise 
of corporate social responsibility in the postwar era and the emergence of multistakeholder 
initiatives in the contemporary globalization period.  The chapter concludes with describing 
efforts by the international community to address business and human rights issues through 
the interstate system, which initially occurred within the context of ongoing postcolonial 
structural inequality and later under the added pressures of economic globalization. 
The research findings and analysis build from this extended historical context, underscoring 
the powerful and long-standing political and economic structural forces shaping 
contemporary business and human rights issues.  Chapter five surveys the research findings 
related to the role of time in the NAP process, starting from a theoretical introduction to 
temporality through a constructivist lens.  Next, the Mexican NAP process is summarized, 
beginning with an extremely brief history of Mexico from the Spanish conquest to modern-
day democratization.  The field research findings related to temporality are presented and 
analyzed. The main themes related to time which emerged from the research are: (1) the NAP 
process’s window for action was structured by the domestic political cycle; (2) the rhythms of 
engagement for the different stakeholder groups were not temporally aligned; and (3) the end 
date of the official NAP process did not entirely terminate stakeholder activity.  Following 
analysis of the research findings, the success/failure binary and other such either/or 
categorizations are critiqued from a feminist perspective.  Finally, the chapter further 
critiques the idea of “progress” and its desirability as a dominant Western social construction 
of temporality.  Progress, it is argued, is not a natural end-state, but rather a particularly well-
established temporal structure in the intersubjective construction of social reality whose 
Western, unidirectional model does not square with nonlinear, networked complexity. 
 
After centering the role of time in the social construction of reality and demonstrating how a 
constructivist approach to temporality constructs various “presents” which may transform 
shared understandings, chapter six considers the constituent blocks of that reality: agents and 
structures.  The chapter begins by introducing sociologist Anthony Giddens’ theory of 
structuration, which has influenced constructivism in international relations.  According to 
Giddens, political actors create structures – social practices – through interaction and are 
simultaneously influenced by these same structures.  In this way, actors and structures are 
“co-constituted,” and function concurrently as both medium and outcome.  The chapter 
describes the research findings related to the identities and interests of the NAP stakeholder 
groups, and then analyzes their co-constitution through the NAP exercise.  It is argued that 
the NAP is a process of structuration in which the NAP functions as both medium and 
outcome: as a vehicle for stakeholder dialogue and concomitantly as its product.  In addition, 
the chapter also examines trust as a proxy for relationality and considers how the interactions 
between the different stakeholder groups may have been channeled, bounded, or otherwise 
transformed by structuration. 
 



The final analytic section of the thesis, chapter seven, builds upon temporality and the co-
constitution of agency and structure to directly examine the action of intersubjective 
meaning-making through dialogic communication and the construction of epistemic 
relationalities.  First, the chapter introduces thematic findings from the field research: (1) an 
insufficient knowledge base about business and human rights among stakeholders inhibited 
initial broad-based engagement on the NAP process; (2) differing expectations and lack of a 
shared lexicology and understanding around business and human rights concepts hindered 
developing an agreed-upon policy program; and (3) the NAP process itself in part remedied 
these identified deficiencies and built shared knowledge and language on business and human 
rights concepts.  After presenting these findings, the NAP process is positioned as a social 
structure which created meaning around the knowledge construct or episteme of business and 
human rights.  The research findings are further placed within broader scholarship on 
epistemic communities and norms diffusion.  Next, the research findings are analyzed 
through the framework of Jürgen Habermas’s theory of communicative action.  It is 
submitted that linear, success-oriented expectations as well as the low- or nonparticipation of 
certain relevant stakeholders – such  as private sector representatives and excluded 
indigenous communities – during formative stages of the NAP process may have inhibited 
the NAP participants from constructing the relational structures of “common knowledge” 
such that a Habermasian reasoned consensus could be realized.  Finally, the NAP process’s 
focus on drafting a written, jointly agreed program on business and human rights is reviewed, 
which may have further precluded constructing common knowledge and intersubjective 
relationalities within the desired timeline.    
 
While the NAP process did not produce an agreement amenable to the state and the invited 
business and civil society stakeholders on a business and human rights program, it created 
shared knowledge and relationships.  The stakeholders did not unify behind a common 
framework of acknowledged commitments, and yet the plurality of interests and identities 
were constructed within a new shared policy space.  The conclusion reconsiders the research 
question and surmises that although a durable social coalition has not yet emerged, the NAP 
process nevertheless constructed an epistemic framework of shared meaning and new 
network relationalities which could yet transform into more long-lasting social structures 
around business and human rights. Moreover, multistakeholder dialogue on business and 
human rights furthers the study of peace by attempting at least in part to address the impacts 
of long-standing, political-economic structural grievances.  In addition, multistakeholder 
dialogue constructs a social, temporal, and material space for the articulation of difference, 
which peace studies identifies as contributing to amicable and respectful relationships 
between people and communities.   


